The planning of an intensity modulated radiation therapy treatment requires the optimization of the fluence intensities. The fluence map optimization (FMO) is many times 15 based on a non-linear continuous programming problem, being necessary for the planner to define a priori weights and/or lower bounds that are iteratively changed within a trial-and-error procedure until an acceptable plan is reached. In this work we describe a new approach for FMO that releases the human planner from trial-and-error procedures, being a truly automated optimization process. 20
Results:
The proposed methodology was applied to ten head-and-neck cancer cases already treated in the Portuguese Oncology Institute of Coimbra (IPOCFG) and signalized as complex cases. IMRT treatment was considered, with 7, 9 and 11 equidistant beam angles. It 35 was possible to obtain admissible solutions for all the patients considered and with no human planner intervention. The results obtained were compared with the optimized solution using a similar optimization model but with human planner intervention. For the vast majority of cases, it was possible to improve organ sparing and at the same time to assure better tumour coverage. 40
Conclusions: Embedding a fuzzy inference system into FMO allows human planner reasoning to be used in the guidance of the optimization process towards interesting regions in a truly automated way. The proposed methodology is capable of calculating high quality plans within reasonable computational times and can be an important contribution towards fully automated radiation therapy treatment planning. 45
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1.INTRODUCTION
Radiotherapy is the most technologically demanding cancer treatment approach, requiring a complex treatment planning process. In clinical practice, most of the times, the planning is 50 done by resorting to a lengthy trial-and-error procedure assisted by a dedicated software (Treatment Planning System). In inverse treatment planning optimization, the planner will have to define several different parameters, like weights and bounds. These parameters are iteratively changed by the planner, using his own reasoning and experience, until an acceptable plan is reached. This process can be a very lengthy process, especially for difficult 55 cases where proper tumour coverage and organ sparing prove difficult to obtain.
In this paper we will focus our attention on fluence map optimization (FMO) for IMRT treatment planning, where the beam angles are considered determined and fixed a priori.
There is a vast literature associated with FMO. FMO has been mainly tackled by constrained optimization models such that an objective function is optimized while meeting dose 60 requirements 1-6 . The objective function usually considers a weighted sum of deviations from prescribed doses (underdose for PTVs and overdose for OARs). The constraints to consider will depend on the organs' functionality. It is possible to find examples of linear models 7 , mixed integer linear models 8 , nonlinear models 9, 10 , and multiobjective models 11 . Most models known from the literature require some level of tuning and trial-and-error procedures, making 65 treatment planning a lengthy and sometimes cumbersome process. To invest in automated treatment planning, taking advantage of current computational resources and optimization algorithmic developments, is an increasingly accepted path of research 12 . There have been very interesting steps in this direction [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
In this paper we propose a completely different methodological approach for FMO. A 70 non-linear unconstrained continuous programming model will be used, and will be iteratively solved by having the model's parameters changed in an automated way using a fuzzy reasoning inference system. This methodology releases the human planner from trial-and-error procedures, being a completely automated approach for FMO. The physician will define the objectives that have to be achieved for a treatment plan to be considered 75 admissible. These objectives can, in fact, be interpreted as constraints that are defined for the different structures: percentage of the PTV volume that receives at least a percentage of the prescribed dose, maximum or average doses that cannot be exceeded, maximum percentage of the structure's volume that receives more than a given dose, for example. In this methodological approach, the planner can define priorities that are associated with PTVs and 80 organs at risk (OAR). For PTVs, priorities are used whenever it is not possible to comply with all the defined treatment objectives (meaning that some corresponding constraints are being violated). Regarding OARs, priorities are used when the algorithm is trying to spare further these structures. A priority is simply an integer value belonging to a given interval.
The width of this interval can be defined taking into account the number of structures 85 considered in the optimization and the degree of differentiation among structures' priorities that is intended. In the present case, we have considered an interval between 0 and 10.
The algorithm will then generate a treatment plan trying to comply with all the constraints defined, and without human intervention. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that fuzzy inference is applied for radiation therapy treatment planning. 90
2.METHODS
There are many ways of performing IMRT FMO. We have chosen to use a voxel-based convex penalty non-linear model where each voxel is penalized considering the square difference of the amount of dose received by the voxel and a given upper and/or lower bound. 
Although this formulation allows unique weights and unique upper/lower bounds for each 105 voxel, in the current approach weights are assigned by structure only so that every voxel in a given structure has the weight assigned to that structure. Considering a given structure S we
. This nonlinear formulation implies that a very small amount of deviation from the established bounds may be accepted, but larger deviations are 110 decreasingly tolerated. It should be stressed that the considered objective function does not have any meaningful clinical interpretation. It should be interpreted as a technical tool that will allow the guidance of the optimization procedure towards regions where admissible treatment plans can be found. 115
A. Initialization of the parameters
The upper and lower bounds ( S λ and S λ ) are initialized considering the desired prescription defined by the physician. To illustrate this point, consider a PTV structure for which two objectives have to be attained: the physician has defined 70 Gy as the prescribed dose ) ( P D and, at the same time, he does not allow any PTV voxel to receive more than 107% of P D . 120 This PTV will have both upper and lower bounds associated with it. The lower bound will be first initialized as being equal to the prescribed dose in the PTV (70 Gy). The upper bound will be initialized as the maximum dose allowed (74.9 Gy). Regarding OARs, only upper bounds will be defined. These upper bounds will be equal to the maximum or mean dose allowed for the structure. Considering the spinal cord, for instance, if the physician defines 45 125
Gy as the maximum admissible dose in any spinal cord voxel, than this will be the upper bound considered. For parotids, if a mean dose of 26 Gy is considered admissible, then this will be the upper bound considered for each parotids' voxels.
Weights are considered equal to 1 for every voxel. This means that each voxel will have exactly the same weight regarding the optimization process, and no rescaling is made 130 considering, for instance, the number of voxels in each structure. An exception to this rule is considered whenever one structure is delineated inside another one. This is very common in the PTVs, where a PTV structure can be totally located inside another PTV. In this case, the inner PTV structures should have a greater weight, because in reality each voxel in the inner PTV will belong to more than one structure, possibly with conflicting objectives. This is 135 illustrated in FIG. 1, where a CT slice for one patient is depicted, and it is possible to see two PTVs with a prescribed dose of 70 Gy inside a PTV with a prescribed dose of 59.4 Gy.
Voxels included in PTV70 belong to two PTV structures at the same time, and they will be subject to conflicting constraints. This means that the voxels of PTV70 should have a greater weight in the optimization procedure when they are considered as belonging to PTV70 than 140 when they are considered as belonging to PTV59.4.
The proposed methodology is intended to be a completely automated methodology for FMO, so we would not like to have the planner initializing or adjusting these weights by trial-and-error. As a matter of fact, the initialization of the weights considering values different than 1 will only have as consequence a decrease in the total computational time (the 145 weights will be automatically updated by the algorithm, and giving a better starting point will only contribute to a decreased number of weights' updates), and not in the quality of the final treatment plan calculated. We have chosen to consider a very simple way of automatically initializing the weights, considering only the relation between the volume of the inner PTVs and the volume of the outer PTV: the smallest the volume, the greater the weight. 
155
If the inner PTV volume is less than 5% of the outer PTV volume, then the weight of all inner PTV voxels will be equal to 50. If the volume is greater than 5% but less than or equal to 10%, then the weight will be equal to 10. In all other cases, it will be equal to 5. The choices of these thresholds and of the initial weights' values can seem as being arbitrary, and they really are arbitrary to some extent. Many other thresholds or initial values could be used, 160 provided that they are based in the same reasoning.
B. First Phase: PTV Coverage
In the first phase of the automated methodology, the algorithm will try to achieve the desired PTV coverage, guaranteeing at the same time proper OAR sparing (it will try to ensure that 165 all the treatment constraints are satisfied). This is done in an iterative way, first by trying to change upper and lower bounds only. If this is not sufficient, the structures' weights are also changed.
Lower and upper bounds are changed following very simple common-sense rules: if a given treatment constraint is being violated, then change the upper or lower bound that can 170 contribute to the satisfaction of that constraint. As an example consider that the dose received by a given structure S (spinal cord, for instance) in the current treatment plan is greater than the acceptable value defined by the prescription (the maximum dose is greater than 45 Gy).
Then we would like to increase the contribution for the objective function (1) of all voxels of the spinal cord, making the optimization procedure search for solutions such that the dose in 175 these voxels is lower than in the current solution. This is achieved by decreasing the respective upper bound S U , contributing to an increase of the term
in the objective value, for all voxels S i ∈ that are receiving a dose greater than S U . The optimization procedure will try to decrease
, contributing to the satisfaction of the violated constraint. On the other hand, if the dose received by S is lower than the 180 corresponding prescribed dose (in case of a PTV, for instance), then the current lower bound S L should be increased, guaranteeing an increase in
. This will force the optimization procedure to increase the dose received by S. The question that remains is how much should these bounds be adjusted? A common-sense rule will tell us that the greater the deviation of the current solution from an acceptable solution (the greater the violation of 185 the corresponding constraint), the greater the adjustment. We can then consider that:
• If, for a given structure, the deviation between the received dose and the prescribed/accepted dose is low (the corresponding treatment constraint is being only slightly violated), then the upper/lower bound should be only slightly decreased/increased.
• If, for a given structure, the deviation between the received dose and the 190 prescribed/accepted dose is large, then the upper/lower bound should undergo a large decrease/increase.
• If, for a given structure, the deviation between the received dose and the prescribed/accepted dose is medium, then the upper/lower bound should suffer a medium decrease/increase. 195
It can be very difficult to define in a crisp and clear way what we mean by large, medium or low. We understand these concepts and these common-sense rules, but how can we translate this into a computational algorithm? It is possible by resorting to fuzzy logic and fuzzy reasoning.
2.B.1. Fuzzy Inference Mechanism 200
Fuzzy logic allows us to mathematically represent concepts that we can understand but that may be difficult to define in a precise way 17 . It is based on the concept of fuzzy sets: sets that do not have clear boundaries so that a given element can belong to a set with only a partial degree of membership. What does low mean? What elements can belong to the set low?
Instead of considering a crisp definition, we will consider a membership function that will 205 represent the low concept. This means that a given deviation can be considered low with a given degree of membership (a number between 0 and 1). The same thing happens with the medium and large concepts. Actually, a given deviation can belong simultaneously to more than one of these sets, with different degrees of membership.
Membership functions can be represented by many different ways, the only requisite being 210 that they must vary between 0 and 1. In this work we have decided to work with triangular and trapezoidal membership functions. FIG. 2 and FIG. 3 illustrate the membership functions considered for determining the change in the bounds. The input is given by the percentage of deviation between the prescribed/accepted dose and the actual dose received (the input will belong to [0%,100%], and this is simply a measure of how much the constraint is being violated). The output is given by the percentage of change in the corresponding bound. A deviation of 9% in the current dose delivery to a given structure, for instance, will be interpreted as belonging simultaneously to the set medium deviation and large deviation with different membership functions. In FIG. 2 and FIG. 3, although the x-axis considers values from 0% to 100%, we only represent a subset of this interval, to illustrate in a better way the 220 behaviour of the membership functions. Input and output membership functions are connected through a set of fuzzy rules that constitute a fuzzy inference mechanism. These fuzzy rules are no more than simple if-then rules. "If deviation is low then the change in the corresponding bound is low" is an example 225 of a fuzzy rule. Notice that the input to a fuzzy rule is a degree of membership (a value between 0 and 1, in this case the degree of membership of the current deviation to the set low), whereas the output of a fuzzy rule is a whole fuzzy set (the output fuzzy set low). The reasoning in evaluating a fuzzy rule is that if the antecedent is true to some degree of membership function, then the consequent will also be true to the same degree (implication 230 method). In the present case, we have three fuzzy rules that should be simultaneously evaluated: the one already cited and two similar ones but that consider medium deviations implying medium changes and large deviations implying large changes to bounds. In a fuzzy inference system, all rules are simultaneously evaluated. After evaluating all the fuzzy rules, we end up with a set of truncated output fuzzy sets, being then necessary to calculate a single 235 crisp value from these sets. This procedure, usually known as defuzzification, will first aggregate all output fuzzy sets into a single one, and then will produce a crisp value. This can be done by several different ways, being the most common one the centroid calculation that returns the centre of the area under the curve. The whole process is illustrated in FIG. 4, considering as example a deviation of 9%. 240
Fuzzify Inputs
Apply Fuzzy Implication 1.
If deviation is low then the change in the bound should be low.
2.
If deviation is medium then the change in the bound should be medium.
3.
If deviation is large then the change in the bound should be large.
Result of Aggregation
Defuzzification 29.2%
FIG. 4. Diagram representing the whole fuzzy inference system for changing the bounds
This value is evaluated for each of the three fuzzy rules: its membership function considering the input fuzzy set of each rule is calculated. Based on this membership value, the corresponding output fuzzy set is created by truncating the maximum membership value. The aggregation procedure aggregates all the fuzzy output sets, and based on this aggregated set a crisp value is calculated. This is the value that will determine the percentage of change in the corresponding bound.
2.B.2. Automated mechanism for bounds update
In each iteration of the algorithm, and for each and every structure considered, the algorithm will calculate the deviation between the current solution and the constraints defined for that structure. If there are deviations (meaning that some of the constraints for that structure are being violated), then the respective bounds will be updated resorting to the fuzzy inference 245 mechanism described in the previous section. As an example, consider a given PTV structure with a prescribed dose of 70 Gy. The physician has defined as acceptable a solution such that 95% of the volume receives at least 95% of the prescribed dose ( 95% 95% P D D ≥
).
Furthermore, the maximum dose allowed ( max D ) for PTV voxels should be no greater than 107% of the prescribed dose. Imagine that in the current solution D metric, the algorithm will calculate the current deviation in percentage (approximately 1%). Using the fuzzy inference mechanism, and the three fuzzy rules considered, it will determine a percentage of change (approximately 3.3%) and will increase the current structure's lower bound S L using this percentage. At the same time, the algorithm will also calculate the deviation regarding the maximum dose achieved 255 and the maximum dose accepted. In this case the deviation is approximately 4%. Applying the same fuzzy inference mechanism, the corresponding upper bound S U will be updated (decreased) in 8.3%. As soon as the upper and lower bounds are updated for every structure considered in the optimization, the FMO is solved again, generating a new current solution.
The procedure is repeated until an admissible solution is found, or the upper/lower bounds 260 reach defined thresholds. In the present work we consider changing the weight S λ whenever its upper bound S U reaches a value lower than 15% of its initial value. The weight S λ is updated whenever S L is greater than twice its original value. It is also possible to consider different thresholds leading to more or less frequent changes of weights. If the threshold associated with S U is increased and the threshold associated with S L is decreased, weights 265 will be updated more often. This can either result in a decrease in the computational time or the algorithm having problems to converge to a solution. Actually, most of the times, only slight changes in the weights are needed to reach admissible solutions, so it is important to give enough time for the algorithm to adjust bounds S U and S L before changing the weights.
2.B.3.Automated mechanism for weights update 270
If it is not possible to reach an admissible solution by manipulating lower and upper bounds only, the algorithm will automatically change the weights associated with structures that are violating the defined constraints. The weights are also changed according to a fuzzy inference system, similar to the one already described. The fuzzy rules used are also similar: if the deviation between the current solution and the admissible one is large/medium/small then 275 increase the corresponding weight by a large/medium/small amount.
To prevent the algorithm from not converging, the maximum allowed change is increasing 
2.B.4.Achieving PTV Coverage
By changing the lower/upper bounds and also updating the weights associated with each structure, the algorithm will guide the search process and will, eventually, find a solution that 285 satisfies all the constraints defined by the physician. If indeed an admissible solution is found, then, at this stage, the algorithm will try to improve even more PTV coverage, by being more demanding than the physician initially was. At the present moment, this is done by changing
if the planner has defined that an admissible solution should have % 95 D greater than or equal to a given value A, then the algorithm will now try to guarantee that 290 % 96 D is greater than or equal to A. The improvement of PTV coverage can also be done in other ways, depending on the type of constraints that were defined. The procedure is repeated until the algorithm is no longer capable of improving PTV coverage.
If, however, the algorithm is not capable of finding an admissible solution considering the initial prescribed constraints, it will even so try to calculate a solution. To this end, a slack 295 associated with each PTV is considered, representing an acceptable deviation from the defined constraints (the constraint is slightly relaxed). Slacks represent a percentage such that if the current deviation is within that percentage, it is disregarded. As an example, imagine that the physician has defined the constraint Gy 67 % 95 ≥ D . Then this constraint will be considered satisfied if Gy 67 ) 1 ( automatically determined by the algorithm, resorting again to a fuzzy inference mechanism.
The physician can assign priorities to each PTV (the same for all PTVs or different priorities to different PTVs). These priorities are translated by the planner into a number belonging to [0, 10] , where 0 is no priority and 10 is the greatest priority of all (as already noticed, other intervals could be considered if a thinner differentiation between structures' priorities is 305 desired). The greater the priority, the smaller the slack (meaning that only slight deviations from the desired constraints will be accepted). Three fuzzy rules are also considered: if the priority is high/medium/low then the slack is small/medium/high. FIG. 6 and FIG. 7 illustrate the membership functions considered. 
C. Second Phase: OAR sparing 315
After the first phase, the algorithm has delivered a given solution satisfying as much as possible the physician defined treatment constraints. In the second phase, the algorithm will now try to improve OAR sparing, maintaining the achieved PTV coverage. The OAR sparing is done by becoming more demanding in relation to the initial accepted doses. As an example, imagine that the physician has defined as a constraint stating that the spinal cord 320 maximum dose should be no greater than 45 Gy. Then, the algorithm will be more demanding and will consider a constraint stating that the maximum dose acceptable in the spinal cord has to be less than or equal to 45 < ρ Gy. The magnitude of this change ) 45 ( ρ − will be automatically determined considering the difference between what is being achieved and what is considered admissible: if the constraint is being satisfied by a great amount then 325 we can be more demanding and consider lower values for ρ , but if the constraint is being satisfied almost as an equality then we have to be less demanding and consider ρ closer to 45. At the same time, slacks are defined for all the OARs that we are trying to spare in a better way, to give the algorithm flexibility to find better solutions. The physician can define different priorities for the OARs, in a manner similar to the one described for the PTVs. The 330 greater the priority, the more demanding the algorithm will be for that structure, so the smaller the corresponding slack will be. Once again, all changes are automatically performed by resorting to fuzzy inference systems using the same type of fuzzy rules already described.
The procedure is repeated until it is not possible to improve the current solution in a predetermined number of iterations or a global maximum number of iterations is reached. 335
3.RESULTS
The described methodology was applied to ten selected head-and-neck clinical examples where proper target coverage and organ sparing, in particular parotid sparing (parotid glands are in close proximity to or even overlapping with the PTV), proved to be difficult to obtain. 340
In this study, the OARs used for treatment optimization were limited to the spinal cord, the brainstem and the parotid glands. For the head-and-neck cases in study there are two or more PTVs with different prescribed doses. We will in general refer to them as PTV1 (prescription of 70 Gy) and PTV2 (prescription of 59.4 Gy). For most patients, at least one PTV1 is inside PTV2. Table 1 presents the defined constraints for each of the considered structures, as well  345 as the priorities defined for each structure to be used if it is not possible to achieve the desired PTV coverage, or in the second phase of the algorithm for OAR sparing. For each of the ten head-and-neck cases, the sample rate used for Body was 32 and for the remaining structures was 4 (meaning that each set of 32 Body voxels was considered as one voxel in the optimization procedure and, for all other structures, one out of 4 voxels was used 355 in the optimization procedure). To address the convex non-linear formulation of the FMO problem we used a trust-region-reflective algorithm (fmincon) of MATLAB 7.4.0 (R2007a) Optimization Toolbox. The termination criteria for the algorithm are as follows: the algorithm will stop after 75 iterations without being able to find an admissible solution, or if 300 iterations in total are reached. 360
The algorithm was applied considering 7, 9 and 11 coplanar equidistant beam angles. For all patients it was possible to find an admissible solution, satisfying all of the defined constraints, within reasonable computational times ( Table 2 ). In the vast majority of cases, it was also possible to improve both PTV coverage and OAR sparing, compared with the first admissible solution found. In Table 2 the computational times are depicted. The times corresponding to 365 the first admissible solution show how long it takes for the algorithm to calculate the first plan complying with all the treatment constraints. After this first solution, the algorithm continues, first trying to improve PTV coverage (phase 1) and then trying to improve OAR sparing (phase 2). The improved solution corresponds to the last solution calculated during phase 2. 370 The treatment plans calculated (Fuzzy FMO) are also compared with the treatment plans calculated by using FMO without automated parameter tuning (simple FMO). In this case, 375 both weights and bounds are defined by the planner. The bounds are kept constant and given by the defined constraints. Weights were optimized by a manual trial-and-error procedure. 
4.DISCUSSION
In this paper we present a novel approach for FMO that releases the human planner from any parameter tuning or trial and error procedures. The proof of concept of this new approach was done resorting to ten head-and-neck cancer cases. The approach relies on a fuzzy inference system that mimics the human planner reasoning within an iterative optimization procedure. 410
Simple rules of the form if the OAR is not spared enough then increase the importance of this OAR are used to automatically update the FMO model's parameters.
It was possible to observe that the proposed automated FMO approach was able to generate admissible treatment plans, according to the defined constraints. The first admissible solution is generated within a short computational time window. The algorithm then tries to improve 415 this calculated admissible solution, first guaranteeing a better PTV coverage, and then sparing as much as possible the OARs. The achieved results were compared with the equidistant solutions obtained by solving FMO with all parameters defined by the planner in a trial-and-error procedure. The Fuzzy FMO solutions present better dosimetry metrics than the simple FMO solution. This comparison can be considered unfair, since it is not possible to 420 demonstrate that a real effort was made to tune the model's parameters for the simple FMO solution as much as possible. Actually, it is not trivial to compare trial-and-error and automated procedures, due to the intrinsic differences that exist in both approaches.
The proposed methodology presents as main advantage the fact that no human interaction is needed during treatment plan optimization. Prior to the beginning of the optimization, the 425 planner only needs to define constraints based on the medical prescription and the priorities for each structure. The algorithm will automatically update both upper/lower bounds as well as weights (whenever necessary), guiding the search process into interesting regions where it is possible to find high quality solutions corresponding to acceptable treatment plans.
The computational results described considered FMO for step-and-shoot IMRT treatment 430 planning. However, it will be possible to apply this same methodology for FMO applied to other treatment techniques, like VMAT. Future work will consider developments for VMAT, as well as the consideration of increased number of structures in the optimization process.
Future work will also consider the use of similar fuzzy inference methodologies in IMRT beam angle optimization, especially for noncoplanar treatments.
